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About Team DAVE
History 
FRC Team 3683-Team DAVE is a 
spacing

FIRST Robotics Competition (FRC) 
spacing

team based out of St. David 
spacing

Catholic Secondary School (CSS) in 
spacing

Waterloo, Ontario. Team DAVE was 
spacing

formed in 2010 by St. David’s staff, 
spacing

community members, and students 
spacing

from the University of Waterloo. 

The team has grown exponentially 
spacing

in its ten years of operations, becoming a leading force for FIRST and FRC in 
spacing

the Waterloo Region. Ever since our rookie year we have been a strong 
spacing

competitor on the field. One of our most notable achievements was the first 
spacing

time we qualified for Championships at the 2014 Waterloo regional. We are 
spacing

known as an innovative and creative team when it comes to robot design and 
spacing

game strategy. 

We pride ourselves on our continual outreach efforts. We are always looking for 
spacing

new and inventive ways to reach out to our community, spreading our passion 
spacing

for science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics (STEAM) whenever 
sp

we can. Team Dave is always working towards our goal of being an influential 
spacing

presence in both our local community and FIRST. 
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Awards
2019 DEEP SPACE sponsored by the Boeing Company
       Quality Award sponsored by Motorola Solutions Foundation - Humber District
pranit

       Industrial Desgin Award sponsored by General Motors - Waterloo District
pranit

       Excellence in Engineering Award sponsored by Delphi - FIRST Ontario Provincial 
       Championship
pranit

2018 POWER UP
       Gracious Professionalism Award sponsored by Johnson & Johnson – McMaster District
pranit

       Gracious Professionalism Award sponsored by Johnson & Johnson – Waterloo District
pranit

2017 Steamworks
spacing
spaci

       Creativity Award sponsored by Xerox – World Championships St. Louis
pranit
spacing

       Industrial Design sponsored by General Motors – Waterloo District
pranit

2016 Stronghold
pranit
spacing
spacing

       Industrial Design Award sponsored by General Motors - Greater Toronto Central 
       Regional 
pranit
spacing

       Industrial Design Award sponsored by General Motors - Waterloo Regional
pranit
spacing

       Woodie Flowers Finalist Award (Dan Delattre) - Waterloo Regional
pranitng

2015 Recycle Rush
pranit
spacing

       Regional FIRST Dean’s List Finalist Award - Waterloo Regional
pranit

       Quality Award Sponsored by Motorola - Waterloo Regional
pranit

       Innovation in Control Award Sponsored by Rockwell Automation - Windsor Essex 
       Regional
pranit

2014 Aerial Assist
pranit

       Creativity Award Sponsored by Xerox - Waterloo Regional
pranit

       Excellence in Engineering Award Sponsored by Delphi – Greater Toronto Regional East
pranit

2012 Rebound Rumble
pranit

       Creativity Award Sponsored by Xerox – Waterloo Regional
pranit

2011 Logomotion
pranit

       Rookie Inspirations Award – Waterloo Regional  
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Achievements
2019 DEEP SPACE sponsored by the Boeing Company
pranit

       Regional Winners - Humber District
pranit

       District Event Winner - Waterloo District
pranit

       District Championship Winner - Ontario District - Technology Division
pranit

       District Championship Finalist - FIRST Ontario Provincial Championship
pranit

2018 POWER UP
pranit

       Regional Winners – Waterloo District
pranit

       Noah Betik – Dean’s List Semi-Finalist – Waterloo District
pranit

       District Event Finalist - Waterloo District
pranit

2017 Steamworks
pranit

       Tesla Division Champions – World Championships St. Louis
pranit

       Danny Faryna – Dean’s List Semi-Finalist – Waterloo District
pranit

2016 Stronghold
pranit

       Regional Winners – Greater Toronto Central Regional
pranit

2015 Recycle Rush
pranit

       Wild Card Qualification to World Championships – Waterloo Regional
pranit

       Regional Finalist - Windsor Essex Great Lakes Regional
pranit

2014 Aerial Assist
pranit

       Wild Card Qualification to World Championships – Waterloo Regional
pranit

       Regional Finalist - Waterloo Regionals
pranit

2011 Logomotion
pranit

       Highest Rookie Seed – Waterloo Regional 
spacing



Gracious Professionalism™
Team DAVE always strives to show our Gracious Professionalism™ both on 
spacing

and off the field. This year, Team DAVE along with local teams in the Waterloo 
spacing

Wellington FIRST Robotics Organization (WWFRO) and Conestoga College, we 
spacing

built a practice field in Market Square making it easier for teams to come down 
spacing

and use it.   

In 2014, a mentor of Team DAVE 
spacing

left us to mentor rookie team 
spacing

4917, knowing that in order for a 
spacing

rookie team to be successful it 
spacing

needs support. We offered the 
spacing

use of our shop and machines 
spacing

so they were well equipped to 
spacing

create their robot. In return, 
spacing

they allowed us to do the same. 
spacing

Our lead strategist also provided 
spacing

them with insight and guidance 
spacing

at Championships after making some improvements on their robot. 

DAVE is always willing to assist other teams at competition. We frequently assist 
spacing

alliance partners in upgrades and repairs.

Impact on FIRST Teams
It is a goal of the team to establish and maintain strong partnerships within 
spacing

the FIRST community. Involvement in FIRST and the FRC program has enriched 
spacing

the lives of our members. We now see it as a priority to use the skills and 
spacing

knowledge gained to provide other teams with the same positive experiences 
spacing

we've had. We also believe that building friendships with other teams creates 
spacing

an environment that is more welcoming and creative, as well as one that is 
spacing

inclined to Gracious Professionalism™. 
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FLL Tournament 
For the past eight years, 2012-2020, 
spacing

Team DAVE has hosted a Regional 
spacing

FLL Qualifier at our school. During 
spacing

lunch break, we demoed our robot, 
spacing

along with guests such as 
spacing

2702 - Rebels were excited by the 
spacing

robots and asked many questions 
spacing

regarding the work that went into its 
spacing

creation. By creating an exciting
spacing

environment to compete in, we facilitate the presence of FLL teams within our 
spacing

community. Their profuse interest in our robot signifies an interest in continuing 
spacing

through FIRST into FRC.
spacing

Attendance: 28 FLL teams and 50 volunteers
Location: St. David C.S.S  
spacing

Hamilton Maker Faire
spacing

In 2015, we were invited by fellow FRC teams, FRC Team 4039 - Makeshift and 
FRC Team 5406 - Celt-X, to the Hamilton Maker Faire at the end of June. We 
joined them, along with fellow FRC teams, FRC Team 2056 - OP Robotics and 
spacing

FRC Team 2609 - Beaverworx in demonstrating our competition bots and 
spacing

previous robots to the public. There was a field set up so the teams could play 
spacing

‘Robot Soccer’ with 2014 game pieces, allowing for a fun way to display our 
spacing

robots. Overall, it was a great day for the teams and everyone had an 
spacing

amazing time.
Attendance: 5 FRC Teams
Location: Museum of Steam & Technology
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Local Community 
School Presentations
Team DAVE makes sure to 
spacing

maintain a constant presence 
spacing

not only in St David CSS, our 
spacing

home, but in reaching out to our 
spacing

feeder elementary schools, as 
spacing

well. The team has attended 
spacing

many presentations where we 
spacing

inspire children to get involved in 
spacing

FIRST programs and discover their 
spacing

passion for STEAM.

We have also attended various school events, such as grade eight nights. 
spacing

Here, students who are graduating from our feeder schools come to St David’s 
spacing

and learn more about the school. At this event, we showcase our robot and
spacing

promote our team by talking to students who are interested.

Attendance (Each event): ~100- 300 people
Location: Elementary schools & St. David CSS
Impact: 
      Getting students interested in STEAM and FIRST
spacing

      Promoting sustainability and longevity of the team

Team DAVE has also had the privledge 
pacing

to attend other various school event at 
pacing

schools within not just the Waterloo 
pacing

Catholic District School Board but also the 
pacing

public school board. Our senior students
pacing

also had the pleasure to present the FLL
pacing

and FRC program at a science fair kickoff
at Westvale Public School.



Community Events
Every summer and throughout the year, Team DAVE attends multiple outreach 
spacing

events in our community in order to integrate FIRST ideals and STEM culture into 
spacing

society. 
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Curiosity Fair: 
spacing

We had the pleasure of being invited to 
spacing

the Reseach Institute for Aging’s Curiosty
spacing

Fair, which is a family-friendly event that
spacing

invites residents of University Gates
spacing

and their families to interact with various
spacing

STEM activities. This event was created to
spacing

build a connection between the residents
spacing

and the greater community in a fun and 
spacing

creative way. At this event we had the 
spacing

pleasure of showcasing the robot to a  
spacing

demographic that we have previously 
spacing

interacted with on this large a scale. It 
spacing

was very educational not only for the 
spacing

attendees of this event, to see what the 
spacing

future generation is up to, but also for our 
spacing

students in finding ways to explain new 
spacing

concepts and what they had come up with. This event was aiming to introduce
spacing

the STEM activities to the residents of the home and their families. 
spacing

Attendance: ~300 People
Location: Schlgel-UW Research Institute for Aging
Impact: 
      Introducing the families to the innovation present in the FIRST program
      Getting people of all ages interested in robotics by allowing them to 
      interact with our robot 
      Promoting STEM gto the older generation



Mini Maker’s Faire/Maker Expo: 
spacing

One of these events is the Maker Faire
which is a family-friendly event that
celebrates the idea of the Maker
movement. It aims to showcase
invention, creativity and 
resourcefulness through inviting local 
groups and companies to attend. At 
this event, the WWFRO was invited to 
demonstrate our robots to families 
and visitors at the Kitchener Aud 
and allowed people the chance to drive various past robots. At a previous 
event, we attracted the attention of local politicians Andrea Horwath and 
Catherine Fife, whom we introduced to the FIRST community.
spacing

Attendance: ~1000 -1500 People
Location: Carl Zehr Square/Kitchener Auditorium
Impact: 
      Integrating FIRST and STEM into society
      Getting people of all ages interested in robotics by allowing them to 
      interact with our robot through driving
      Speaking to local politicians
      Strengthening partnerships with local FRC teams and the Maker Expo 
      community
hellp

Library of Trees: 
spacing

One of these events is the Library of 
Trees, which was an event geared 
towards encouraging students to read 
and get involved in literacy. This event
aimed to engage students to 
encourage them to read and become 
involved in writing. Team DAVE was 
invited to this event by our school 
Librarian, with the goal of encouraging 
students to get involved in the Arts and see the various other applications.
Attendance: ~1000 People
Location: Kitchener Auditorium
Impact: 
      Integrating FIRST and STEM into sociecty
      Getting readers of all ages interested in robotics
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FLL Summer Camp: 
spacing

For the past six years, Team DAVE has 
spacing

hosted an annual LEGO summer camp out 
spacing

of a local church, St. Louis Catholic Church. 
spacing

Here, we introduce children aged 5-12 to 
spacing

FLL, teaching them how to build and code 
spacing

their own FLL style robots using the LEGO 
spacing

Mindstorm and WeDo kits used in the actual 
spacing

program. We also give them more hands-on 
spacing

experience with STEM by leading them 
spacing

through fun science experiments. 
spacing

This introduced students to the concepts of 
spacing

STEM, showing them first-hand how fun and 
spacing

interesting these programs could be. This 
spacing

also encouraged students to find FLL teams 
spacing

of their own to participate in, eventually 
spacing

aiming to join Team DAVE . On the last day 
spacing

of camp, Team DAVE runs robot demos 
spacing

using previous year’s robots, in order to 
spacing

promote how enjoyable pursuing STEM can 
spacing

be.
spacing

Team DAVE presented this information to 
spacing

FIRST Robotics Canada, and were featured 
spacing

in an article that appeared on the front 
spacing

page of their website. 
spacing

Attendance: ~30
Location: St. Louis Catholic Church 
Impact:
      Introduced children in the community to FIRST and STEM
spacing

      Allowed children to discover a passion for STEM
spacing

      Encouraged children to join or create their own FLL teams
spacing

      Got children thinking about joining Team DAVE in high school, ensuring 
      longevity of our team
spacing

      Raised awareness of our team through article on FIRST Canada website
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Discovery Square: 
spacing

The University of Waterloo Faculty of 
spacing

Science presents the Waterloo Discovery 
spacing

Square every summer. The theme of this 
spacing

event corresponds with what the 
spacing

university is all about- innovation! Here, 
spacing

exhibitors have the chance to 
spacing

demonstrate their innovation to the 
spacing

public. At this event, the WWFRO is invited
spacing

to demonstrate our robots for the public. We also managed to get an interview 
spacing

with CBC KW for their program, “The Morning Edition”. 
spacing

Attendance: ~250 people per evening  
Location: Square outside Kitchener City Hall
Impact: 
      Strengthening partnerships with local FRC teams and University of Waterloo
spacing

      Introducing the public to the innovation present in the FIRST program
spacing

      Introducing FIRST to thousands of listeners of CBC KW, establishing a 
      relationship with the radio station

INTERPLAY Exhibition: 
spacing

During the winter break, Team DAVE, along with other local teams were 
spacing

invited to demonstrate our robots as part of the INTERPLAY Exhibit on Family 
spacing

Fun Day. As part of the INTERPLAY Exhibition, along with FRC Team 2702 - KW 
spacing

Youth Robotics Community Group, we were able to showcase our robots to 
spacing

MUSEUM campers and the public. When the robot wasn’t active, we had it 
spacing

on full display for anyone to examine, while our team members would walk 
spacing

them through its different systems and answer questions about the robot. 
spacing

Attendance: ~300 campers
Location: The MUSEUM
Impact: 
      Introduced children in the community to FIRST and STEM
spacing

      Promoting STEM
spacing

11
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Aviation Day: 
spacing

In the summer of 2017, Team Dave 
spacing

partnered with FRC teams 2702 - KW 
spacing

Youth Robotics Community Group 
spacing

and 4678 - CyberCavs as a part of a 
spacing

featured exhibition at the Waterloo 
spacing

Regional Airport Aviation Day. We 
spacing

demonstrated our 2017 robot while 
spacing

engaging with kids and adults of all 
spacing

ages and backgrounds. When the 
spacing

robot wasn’t active, we had it on full display for anyone to examine, while our 
spacing

team members would walk them through its different systems and answer 
spacing

questions about the robot and the team itself. During the event, we also had 
spacing

the opportunity to interact and form connections with interested local 
spacing

companies who were also part of the event.
spacing
spacing

Attendance: ~ 300
Location: Waterloo Regional Airport
Impact: 
spacing

      High exposure public display of STEM and FIRST
spacing

      Encouraged youth to join FRC teams

True North
spacing

At True North our team together with the WWFRO had a booth set up with our 
spacing

robots, explaining to tech companies from around the world the FRC program. 
spacing

We were able to show our robot to several distinguished people such as the CEO 
spacing

of Netflix and several local politicians. As well as demonstrating our robot we 
spacing

displayed our Chairman's video to demonstrate the values of FIRST to many 
pacing

leaders in our community.
spac

Attendance: ~ 300
Location: Communitech
Impact: 
      Interacted with industry leaders interested in developing STEM & FRC in 
      Ontario and beyond
spacing

      High exposure public display of STEM and FIRST
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Future Plans
Our team’s main goal is to strengthen the connections we currently have 
spacing

with sponsors, mentors and parents, as well as work towards forming more. 
spacing

These connections are imperative to ensuring the longevity of the team, and 
spacing

to spread the message of FIRST globally. They are also how we gain support, 
spacing

both financially and through sharing their knowledge. Our connections to 
spacing

industry professionals also offer students on the team a wide range of possible 
spacing

future employment opportunities. 

We plan to achieve these goals through developing close relationships with 
spacing

all of the aforementioned parties. We are constantly updating those involved 
spacing

with the team through email updates and invitations to our various events. 
spacing

The mentors and parents are at our build site on an almost daily basis, which 
spacing

makes it easy to keep them informed. 

We also have a goal to create a larger presence in our community. Our plan
spacing

to acheive this goal is to work together as a part of the Waterloo Wellington
spacing

FIRST Robotics Organization, in addition to attending oureatch events and 
spacing

forging partnerships. These partnerships will help the team promote not only 
spacing

the FIRST program within the Waterloo Region, but also the importance of 
spacing

STEAM within education.
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Media Output
Social Media and Website
Team DAVE reaches out to the community through various social media 
platforms, including Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube and our website. 
Over the past four years, we have increased our social media presence by 
posting more frequently, which resulted in a combined total of over 3750 
followers on all ourpacingplatforms. During our 2014 and 2015 FLL tournaments, we 
created Twitter social media challenges in which FLL students had to take 
selfies with various volunteers and tweet the photos using #teamdave, while 
also answering STEM questions we posted throughout the day. This was a hit, 
and soon all the students competing were getting involved. We frequently use 
#omgrobots, the unofficial hashtag of FIRST teams around the world. 

During both build and competition 
spacing

season our website is updated with 
spacing

blog posts and photos. These 
spacing

updates allow our supporters to get 
spacing

an in-depth look at the activities of 
spacing

the team. We also do special 
spacing

off-season blog posts whenever we 
spacing

participate in outreach events 
spacing

or offseason competition. We 
spacing

use our website as an internet 
spacing

home base, a place where those interested can follow our progress. 

Newspaper and Radio
Many local newspapers have written articles with information about Team 
DAVE within them. These articles have been brought about by community 
events, and by the Waterloo Regional. These articles are a great way of 
introducing ourselves to our community, solidifying the fact that we are a 
premier team in the Waterloo Regional and the only FRC team in Waterloo. 
Team DAVE has been interviewed in the past by CBC  KW, featured on DAVE 
FM, interviewed for the Mike Farwell Show on 570 NEWS, and interviewed for 
local newspapers.
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Partnerships
Waterloo Wellington FIRST Robotics Organization
Three years ago, the local FRC teams of the Waterloo 
spacing

Region came together to finalize the plans for 
spacing

Waterloo FIRST. This collective is to unite all of the 
spacing

area’s teams and work together to increase STEM 
spacing

awareness in our community and expanding the 
spacing

FIRST program. The main goal is to work together to 
spacing

get sponsorship for teams in the region in all levels 
spacing

of FIRST and attend outreach events as a group, 
spacing

showing how each FRC team is unique in their own way.
spacing

Together, we have helped increase the number of FRC teams in the 
Waterloo-Wellington Region, with our organization now having nine teams. 

Sponsors
An important piece of Team DAVE is our sponsors, 
spacing

all of which are local companies. We make it a 
pacing

priority to keep our sponsors updated with the 
spacing

team’s progress through blog posts and an
spacing

email update at the end of build, including 
spacing

pictures and our reveal video link. Our 
spacing

sponsors are also prominently featured on our 
spacing

website, our shirts and the robot. Our recent 
spacing

partnership with Conestoga College via WWFRO 
spacing

has provided us with a major financial sponsor, 
spacing

with endless possibilities such as a potential location for 
spacing

an offseason in the future. Through their support, also have a full field to practice 
spacing

on for not just all the local teams, but any teams who may require access.
spacing

Our sponsors are an integral part of Team DAVE. They provide us with financial 
spacing

support in kind sponsorship and physical support through attending our team 
spacing

events and visiting our build site. In order to thank our sponsors for their 
spacing

contributions, we invite them to our annual thank-you BBQ, and do robot 
spacing

demonstrations at their workplace.  

Kraemer Woodcraft
Encircle
Benmur
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Parents
Team DAVE’s parents contribute greatly to the team in many ways. They 
spacing

contribute through catering meals during build season and providing 
spacing

transportation to competitions, the practice field and off season events or 
spacing

outreach. Many of our parents are school board members, assisting in shop 
spacing

supervision to relieve the school teachers. Parents also provide the team with 
spacing

connections within the community, leading to new team sponsors.

School
Team DAVE operates out of St. David CSS in Waterloo, ON. The school 
spacing

provides us with a tech room, video equipment, team members. We are also 
spacing

provided with space of our own called the “Robo room”, as well as a 
spacing

seacan in the school compound where we house our own tools and the 
spacing

robot. In addition, a school board employee is always supervising us during 
spacing

the build and competition season, ensuring that everyone is safe. Team DAVE
spacing

also invites students from our feeder schools in grade 7 and 8 to join the team. 
spacing

This allows students to get experience within the team early, learning about all 
spacing

the different aspects of FIRST over a longer period of time expanding their skills.
spacing

With the majority of our students attending St. David CSS, we often showcase 
spacing

the robot at various school events such as BBQ’s, and assemblies. 
spacing

Additionally, we hold a yearly BBQ to show appreciation for our sponsors, 
spacing

parents and mentors, hosted at the school. At this BBQ we present our 
spacing

graduating students with gifts, announce our outreach for the year, present 
spacing

sponsors with Thank You plaques, and allow everyone to interact in a fun and 
spacing

entertaining afternoon.
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Impact on Students 
Through participation within the team, students are able to achieve their full 
spacing

potential. Being a member of Team DAVE gives students the opportunity to 
spacing

apply the skills they have learned in the classroom with a ‘hands on’ 
spacing

atmosphere. This has lead them to discover a passion for STEM and encourage 
spacing

further education.

For the 2020 season, Team DAVE can report that we have a steady increase of
new coming students on the team. Team DAVE currently has a 100% graduation 
rate, with every student continuing onto post-secondary. 100% of Team DAVE 
alumni have gone into STEAM related studies, and 100% of this year’s graduating 
students are planning to go into STEM majors. Many students can attest to the 
fact that being involved in FIRST and Team DAVE lead them to the decision of 
perusing STEM in post-secondary, and +their future careers. 

Team DAVE also inspires students to pursue mentorship once they have left the 
spacing

team. Students realise the positive impact their mentors have had on them, and 
spacing

wish to have the same influence on the next generation of FIRSTers. Many of our 
spacing

graduating students have plans in place to either come back to DAVE and 
spacing

mentor or offer their skills up to other teams. These new mentors will bring with 
spacing

them the ideals and traditions of the team, spreading the influence Team DAVE 
spacing

has. One of our previous year’s alumni has pursued a post-secondary 
spacing

education in Ottawa, mentoring one of the local teams, offering the vast 
spacing

knowledge she gained from her experiences on Team DAVE.

“It has allowed me to develop vital skills relating to computer programming, 
preparing me for my future and univeristy.” - Melina Brajuka

spacing

“It is a really great social community, helping me build my social skills 
amoungst others.” – Lucas Rego

spacing

“Team DAVE helped me not only build my technical skills but
also my friend group.” - Keean Pommenvile
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Executive Summary
Team Number: 3683
spacing

Team Name/Nickname: DAVE 
spacing

Briefly describe the impact of the FIRST program on team participants within 
the last five years
spacing

100% of graduating Team DAVE students have pursued STEAM majors in 
post-secondary and this trend is projected to continue in 2020. From problem 
solving to teamwork and communication, the skills that students develop 
within the team are essential in life as they can be transferred into new settings. 
Members of Team DAVE establish relationships and form connections with 
employers and sponsors who are seeking talented individuals to hire. Team 
DAVE has been life changing for all those involved. 
spacing

Describe the impact of the FIRST program on your community within the last 
five years
spacing

The number of FRC teams in the Waterloo-Wellington region has nearly 
doubled. Team DAVE shares our passion for STEAM with the community by 
prioritizing outreach, thus spreading the message of FIRST. By founding a LEGO 
summer camp and visiting feeder schools, we help young children in the 
community enrich their skills and develop an interest in STEAM, resulting in the 
creation of FLL teams. Our team participates in outreach events, such as the 
Aviation Fun Day, engaging the community in STEAM. 
spacing

Describe the team’s methods for spreading the FIRST message in ways that are 
effective, scalable, sustainable, and creative
spacing

Team DAVE shares the message of FIRST through online media, such as our 
website and YouTube account, through interesting video reveals and 
engaging competition recaps. Maker Expo and Discovery Square are a few 
examples of outreach events Team DAVE attends in order to expand the 
influence of FIRST. Team DAVE visits feeder schools annually and encourages 
STEAM by showcasing the benefits of joining the FIRST community. We also host 
FLL events in hopes of expanding the FLL program in the region. 
spacing
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Describe examples of how your team members act as role models and inspire 
other FIRST team members to emulate
spacing

Team DAVE’s expertise isn’t limited to our team; at competitions we collaborate 
with other teams, sharing chairman’s presentations in hopes of providing a 
different perspective, trading feedback, employing coopertition. Our ‘fix-it’ 
subteam is dedicated to assisting other teams with their mechanical and 
software dilemmas at competitions, illustrating gracious professionalism. Team 
DAVE strives to set a positive example to inspire other teams to grow within their 
FIRST journey. 
spacing

Team’s initiatives to help start or form other FIRST Robotics Competition teams
spacing

Team DAVE has partnered with local FRC teams to create WWFRO (Waterloo 
Wellington FIRST Robotics Organization) who work together to continue to bring 
STEAM into the community. We have also assisted with constructing a practice 
field for other teams in the surrounding area to use. In addition to hosting 
seminars at kickoff for the past 5 years, we offer tips and advice to rookie teams 
in the region to ensure that their first years are the best years. 
spacing

Describe the team’s initiatives to help start or form other FIRST teams (including 
FIRST LEGO League Jr., FIRST LEGO League, & FIRST Tech Challenge)
spacing

Team DAVE visits our feeder schools annually to spark an interest for STEAM in 
students from kindergarten to grade 8, hoping to inspire them to begin their FIRST 
journey. We offer our assistance to schools interested in the FLL program by 
providing the support of DAVE members. Our team has hosted an annual LEGO 
qualifier since 2012 which has grown substantially, compelling us to expand the 
event to accommodate more teams. Our event makes FLL more accessible to 
local teams looking to participate. 
spacing

Describe the team’s initiatives on assisting other FIRST teams (including FIRST 
LEGO League Jr., FIRST LEGO League, & FIRST Tech Challenge) with progressing 
through the FIRST program
spacing

Team DAVE takes initiative by providing new teams the resources they need to 
succeed. We host “mock” kickoffs for rookie teams, where we share our 
knowledge of the basics of season strategy and robot design before the 
beginning of the season. In particular, we provide teams such as 7722 with 
guidance in terms of administration and allow them to utilize our shop and 
resources. Our involvement with WWFRO also gives teams access to a practice 
field and connections they may otherwise not have. 
spacing
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Describe how your team works with other FIRST teams to serve as mentors to 
younger or less experienced FIRST teams (including FIRST LEGO League Jr., 
FIRST LEGO League, & FIRST Tech Challenge)
spacing

Team DAVE makes an effort to aid other FRC teams. We provide scouting 
assistance to teams who benefit from the additional support, such as 781, 
3452, and 5039, helping them develop their scouting infrastructure. Through 
WWFRO, we are given the opportunity to provide consistent support 
throughout the season to rookie FRC teams in the region. We encourage our 
experienced alumni to mentor other FRC teams, further spreading Team 
DAVE’s impact to teams such as 5406, 2706, and 4783. 
spacing

Describe your Corporate/University Sponsors
spacing

Team DAVE’s sponsors range from national companies to local businesses who 
come from a variety of backgrounds including machining, investment, media, 
and traditional STEM fields. The parents of Team DAVE have also been great 
supporters of the team, providing meals during meetings and transportation 
for team events. Our partnership with WWFRO allows us to form valuable 
relationships with sponsors looking to support the growth of STEAM in the 
community.
spacing

Describe the strength of your partnership with your sponsors within the last five 
years
spacing

Team DAVE maintains strong connections with our sponsors by hosting events 
such as an open house and sponsor bbq which shows our appreciation for the 
support given to us. By sharing experiences, these occasions foster a better 
relationship between the sponsors and the students on the team. Sponsors 
invite us to visit their workplaces, allowing the employees to take part in our 
team as well as allowing our team to learn more about them. Team DAVE 
thinks of our sponsors as part of our family.
g

For FIRST Robotics Competition teams older than 5 years, briefly describe your 
team’s broader impact from its inception
spacing

Over the span of our existence, we’ve increased the awareness of FIRST within 
our school board, paving the way for rookie teams to form. Through our efforts 
to grow FIRST, we have set an example for other teams in the region to mentor 
FLL teams of their own. These FLL teams are brought together in our annual FLL 
qualifying tournament which we host at our school. Team DAVE inspires 
students to see the possibilities they can open up in their lives and for their 
future.
spacing
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Describe how your team would explain what FIRST is to someone who has never 
heard of it
spacing

Team DAVE describes FIRST as a program which positively impacts people of all 
ages, bringing them together as not just a community but as a family. FIRST 
provides opportunities to develop real world skills with the guidance of talented 
mentors, alumni, and fellow team members. Team DAVE sees FIRST as a chance 
to experience the possibilities within the STEM field and beyond. Through FIRST, 
DAVE uses robots to build people. 
spacing

Briefly describe other matters of interest to the FIRST Judges, if any
spacing

FIRST inspires Team DAVE to expand our outreach beyond the bounds of typical 
STEM events to create a positive experience in the community. We accomplish 
this through events such as hosting a trivia night at a local cafe, a FUNdraiser at 
Indigo, and by creating a feature grilled cheese at a local restaurant. These 
events allow Team DAVE to welcome the community as a part of our family.
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Essay 2020: 
“The Force is not a power you have. It’s not about lifting rocks. It's the energy 
between all things, a tension, a balance, that binds the universe together” - 
Luke Skywalker. Team DAVE considers the Force to be FIRST, which connects 
everything and everyone together through Gracious Professionalism and 
Coopertition, in and out of competition. DAVE describes FIRST as a program 
which positively impacts people of all ages. It provides opportunities to 
develop real-world skills with the guidance of talented Jedi Masters, alumni, 
and fellow Padawans.
barbara is the best

The students of Team DAVE are Padawans, the individuals who are considered 
Force-Sensitive and able to use the lightsabers to their full potential. In the Star 
Wars universe, each lightsaber has a crystal that starts out white, changing 
colour to indicate the class a Jedi has joined. Similar to how each Padawan is 
presented with a white lightsaber and has the chance to earn their colour, 
each new DAVE student is encouraged to try out all sub-teams. On DAVE, the 
different sub-teams represent these crystals, with the meanings behind every 
crystal reflecting the role of each sub-team. We allow our Padawans to build 
their proficiency in using the Force, resulting in 100% of DAVE’s graduating 
students continue into STEAM programs in post-secondary education. The skills 
earned through their journey with the Force stick with our students and help 
them to land successful co-op placements at leading-edge local startups like 
Voltera, Kik, and North. Businesses hire our alumni with the understanding that 
they are prepared to handle any roadblocks that might come their way.
barbara is awesome

The blue lightsaber represents the guardians in the Star Wars universe which 
apply the Force on a more physical level. The guardians on Team DAVE are 
the Build sub-team, who construct the robot that aids us on our journey to 
become Jedi. Throughout the pre-season, the Build team is instructed and 
guided by Jedi Masters and senior Padawans through rigorous training on 
machines located in our local shop and build space. The students continue to 
refine their skills up until kickoff, where their expertise is put to the test. They 
apply their newly developed skills to their full potential to design and develop 
a robot that efficiently participates in the FIRST challenge.
barbara is awesome

The green lightsaber represents the Consular which demonstrates mental 
knowledge and maturity. The Software branch of our academy is represented 
by the green lightsaber, as they develop strong critical thinking skills as well as 
honing their own expertise as the year progresses. This sub-team combines vital 
aspects of DAVE such as interpersonal communication skills, as well as 
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continued collaboration between all members. This section of the team also 
brings together mathematical analysis and computer programming skills to 
further improve the robot.
barbara is awesome

The yellow lightsaber represents the Sentinels which incorporate non-Force skills 
to blend the other two branches of Jedi. The Business sub-team is the root of 
DAVE, bringing everyone and everything together, much like the Sentinels. All 
individuals working within the business sub-team learn valuable skills that are 
passed down by mentors, such as how to build a website, work with Adobe 
products, and how to properly create an essay. Our Business team seeks out 
partnerships with companies to obtain the necessary resources to run the team. 
These students use their skills to construct the award submissions, which 
demonstrate the endeavours of every individual on the team. Our students’ 
efforts are seen through the improvement of our social media, where we now 
have a combined 3750 followers over our several online media platforms. Our 
continued efforts in these areas have allowed the team to grow STEAM in the 
community.
barbara is awesome

Though each sub-team is unique, they are still connected and rely on one 
another's expertise and skills. The contributions made by every member of the 
team are valued and we strive to recognize the achievements of each 
individual. Through the individuality and unity within our groups, we have inspired 
many other students to join DAVE and our Jedi training. We saw a 30% increase 
in students this year, all of whom are planning to pursue post-secondary 
education within the STEAM fields. DAVE will continue to harness the Force of 
FIRST to change those in the FIRST community and beyond.
barbara is awesome

As Padawans, we seek guidance from our mentors which act as Jedi Masters, 
who gain their skills from being FIRST alumni and industry professionals. Our 
student to mentor ratio is 7:2, meaning there is a strong bond between each 
Padawan and Jedi Master. To increase one-on-one time, we implemented a 
system for meetings where mentors lead smaller groups to better accommodate 
students' learning styles. Having these interactions makes it easier for students to 
learn different concepts in greater depth. Our mentor base is special, as we 
draw in FRC alumni, students from the local post-secondary institutions, and 
industry professionals. Mentors also take the initiative to work with students 
outside of regular hours to finish projects and meet deadlines. Our mentors aim 
to guide students to success, working as role models both in and out of 
competition.
barbara is awesome

Team DAVE prioritizes the mental health of our students. Since our students and 
mentors are close in age, we are able to form meaningful connections that 
extend outside of FRC. As a result, students are comfortable approaching 
mentors with any struggles or problems they may have. At team meetings, we set 
attainable goals which we achieve while maintaining positive morale. Our 
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meeting sign-up system helps encourage our students to manage a proper 
balance of DAVE, school, and sleep. Mentors are able to assist students with 
homework and studying to increase academic success within our team. We 
strive to keep our students healthy not only mentally but physically as well by 
providing nutritious meals throughout the season.
barbara is awesome

Within the Star Wars universe, there are various Force training academies who 
work together to teach the Padawans and aim to increase the presence of 
the Force in the galaxy. Similarly, Team DAVE, in partnership with other teams 
in the area, work together to increase FIRST’s presence in the region. In 2017, 
these teams formed an organization called Waterloo Wellington FIRST Robotics 
Organization (WWFRO). The local teams help increase the presence of STEAM 
within our community by attending outreach events and approaching 
sponsors together. This partnership also builds community and helps foster 
friendships between the students and mentors across different teams, further 
emphasizing the values of FIRST.
barbara is awesome

Team DAVE uses outreach to fuel the Force in and outside the Waterloo 
region. In the school board, we visit our feeder schools to inspire both students 
and teachers to start FIRST teams. Through WWFRO, DAVE partners with local 
teams to host and attend a variety of events in and around the region. By 
working together, we are introduced to unique opportunities and audiences, 
such as Aviation Fun Day at the Waterloo Regional Airport, Maker Expo at the 
Kitchener Auditorium, and various occasions at Kitchener City Hall.
barbara is awesome

Team DAVE is inspired to spread the Force to people of all ages. Due to our 
reputation in the community, for the past two years DAVE has been invited to 
the Curiosity Fair held at the Research Institute for the Aging. To target the 
younger demographic, Team DAVE hosts an annual LEGO Summer camp, 
which we have been growing since first starting in 2014. Our camp introduces 
young children to STEAM, teaching a science-based curriculum through a 
variety of challenges taught by DAVE students. We accommodate a variety of 
skills and ages as we not only use LEGO Mindstorms, but also incorporate 
normal LEGO and LEGO WeDo. Team DAVE helps expand the reach of the 
Force in the community by actively engaging everyone into becoming a part 
of our expanding Jedi academy.
barbara is awesome

Our efforts to promote FIRST locally can be seen through the events we host 
for FLL and plan to host for FTC teams. Team DAVE has run an annual FLL 
qualifier for the past 8 years, working towards slowly expanding the 
competition every year. For the 2021 season, we will be turning our qualifier 
into a two-day event, hosting two qualifiers to allow more teams to compete. 
DAVE has also worked alongside the University of Waterloo in the past to help 
host an FLL Kickoff, and we plan to continue this partnership. Additionally, 
DAVE has been approved to host an FTC competition for the 2021 season, 
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where we will help expand FTC in Ontario for its second year. This event will be 
held in conjunction with our expanded FLL tournament to bring together the 
two programs and create a new experience for the students. These events 
increase the opportunity for local teams to experience the Force of FIRST while 
providing more chances to expand their Force-training in the future.
barbara is awesome

Our sponsors grant us the opportunity to develop skills within our academy. These 
sponsors work with us to help build the foundation of the team and students on it. 
Our sponsors enjoy supporting us and our Padawans, recognizing the impact of 
the Force in our everyday lives. Team DAVE maintains connections with our 
sponsors by hosting events such as an open house and sponsor BBQ, which 
shows our appreciation for the support given to us. By sharing experiences, these 
occasions foster a better relationship between the sponsors and the students on 
the team.
barbara is awesome

Team DAVE’s Padawans are prime examples of harnessing what the Force, and 
FIRST, represent. Our members are hard at work, earning their lightsaber crystals 
which transcend to other FIRST experiences and throughout life. Their involvement 
in the community fuels the Force to expand their knowledge, and the reach of 
FIRST. By putting the mental health of our students first, we create a healthy 
environment which inspires personal growth. Through the Force of FIRST, Team 
DAVE uses robots to build better people.



E-mail or call us!
barbara is the best mentord

We invite you to contact us to answer any questions you may have! 
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Phone: 519-885-1340 ext. 5204
Email: dylan.schnute@wcdsb.ca
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Website: teamdave.ca
Email: teamdave.3683@gmail.com
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Waterloo, ON
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